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Africa

UGANDA

Henry Osmaston, to whom we are indebted, has sent some information abut the Moun
tain Club of Uganda. Of particular interest is the formation of a 'Mountain Club of
Uganda (Overseas)', partly to maintain contact among members and partly to assist the
MCU by managing its overseas interests, for example dealing with guide-books. One of its
purposes is to maintain and make available a reservoir of experience for the use of people
and organisations in Uganda and overseas. The founding meet was held at Careg Fraith
and early in 1974 there were already about 40 members. Mr Osmaston is Chairman of
the Club and writes to say he would be glad to hear from would-be members or from
those who require information. (His address is Regil Farm, Winford, Bristol.)

Recent events have naturally affected the Mountain Club in Uganda but it is maintaining
its activities and the facilities it provides for visitors. For example, oxygen cylinders have
been placed at the upper huts on the Ruwenzori. Plans were in hand in late 1974 to
replace the suspension bridge over the River Mubuku which had been washed away.

Several overseas expeditions have visited the Ruwenzori including a Polish Scientific
Expedition led by Mechejola Jans, a Mycological Expedition from the National Science
Museum of Tokyo led by Yosio Kobayasi, a French Ski Expedition and an expedition
from Bristol University led by Martin Hore. Visitors will find road transport scarce and
expensive but the railway is still functioning. Goods of most kinds are also scarce and
dear, or in somc cases unobtainable, so it is advisable to bring all stores from Kenya.

KENYA

lan Howell and Tony Charlton made the second ascent of the Diamond Couloir, in one
day only. A more difficult ice route, the direct start to the SW ridge (300 m, Grade 6)
was climbed by lan Howell and Phil Synder, who subsequently made the first wimer
ascent of the S Face Route. Several other impressive ice routes have been made on
Mount Kenya, mostly on the S Face.

The first ascent of Nelion without a bivouac was made by a S African party including
John Moss, Jo Kuhn, Paul Anderson and Carl Fatti in 8 hours. They also climbed a new
route on Batian.

RHODESIA

These notes were kindly supplied by Waiter Krog.

Some high grade new routes have been put up and some uncompleted old routes finished
off. Artificial aids have been necessary on many of these climbs and bolts have been used
fairly often for protection on extremely exposed faces which offer no runner points or
cracks for nuts or pitons. Some climbers have been experimenting with bat-hooks, in
particular on a 100 foot pinnacle at McIlwaine Boulders, near Salisbury. The best of the
many new routes opened are the following:
Hangover (Hurungwe, Mrewa). An A2 artificial climb under an enormous overhang
leading to a chimney, a diedre and ending with a Grade V 150 ft face pitch. R. de Bruin
and D. Brown.
Kouhotek (Ngomokurira, Chinamora) A superb face climb, the first pitch being Grade
VI with the rest sustained Grade V.
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Jabberwock Another fine face climb looked at by earlier climbers but not attempted. A
Grade V-sup 500 ft climb. D. Brown and R. Jeffery.
Falcon Scream (Hurungwe, Mrewa) This climb was started in the early 1960s but not
completed. Starting with a tight chimney, a smooth face is negotiated with etriers
attached to bolts leading to a diagonal fault 3 in deep, up which the climber uses semi
lay-back technique. This is a classic climb unique to Rhodesian conditions. D. Brown and
R. de Bruin.
Hire Purchase This climb was started in the early 1960s. It is a very exposed and hard
Grade VI. The crux pitch has 2 bolts for the only protection in 140 ft. R. de Bruin and
D. Brown.
Iron Sides V (Mazoe Krantz) A fantastic 300 ft sustained Grade V + VI on very vertical
and sometimes overhanging ironstone. D. de Bruin and R. de Bruin.

SOUTH AFRICA

'The Barrier of Spears' is the Zulu name for the Drakensberg and is also the title of a
book by R. O. Pearse published by Howard Timmins of Cape Town (see page 254).

For the following notes on climbing in South Africa we are indebted to Michael Scott.
For rock climbers he now writes a bi-monthly newsletter with the apt title of 'Rock
spyder' which is lively, informative and contains the right proportion of fun among the
news and technical information. Kendal Mint Cake which apparently has only recently
made its debut in the Cape Town area is described as 'that dreaded toxic substance
referred to in English mountain literature'.

Notable new routes are being made all the time and the following is a selection: In
November 1973 Henri Snijders and Michael Scott climbed the inspiring central ridge on
the Cathedral Spires, finding a mysterious rusty old tin half way up but no evidence of a
summit beacon (An 'E' climb with an unsolved puzzle as to who was daunted half way).
The Mikes Simpson and Scott hurried out to Blousteen near Rooi Eis on the False Bay
coast to climb a 'classic' ridge which turned out to be a 'C'. However, the latter with
Jonathan Levy had better luck to the righ't of Blousteen Frontal making a fine steep F2
route up the amphitheatre on excellent rock. An epoch-making first mechanical climb on
Table Mountain was performed by Richard Smithers and Brian de Villiers who did the
first all-nut ascent of Baillie's Africa Scandal route. Having no nuts left Smithers did the
top peg move free, finding it 'hard'.

The May 'Rockspyder' reported the opening up of 400 m of sensational climbing by
Henri Snijders and Michael Scott on the left buttress of Du Toit's Peak apparently done
in the nude. Richard Smithers and Brian de Villiers following on Cheesemond's routes on
the Eastern Pinnacle of Toverkop, pushed another direct hard 'thrutch' to the left of
Keen's Block Buttress. It appears that hexentrics are essential. Gabriel Athiros and
Michael Scott made the first ascent of Fernwood Gully without a top rope which they
describe as technically mild 'F2' and Jackson 'G' (after G. F. Travers-Jackson of the AC,
the 'G' now standing for danger). The crux is 20 feet of overhanging grass and earth,
which pulls off as one holds on and which is-without belay or sling point.

In June John Moss and A. Shuttleworth made a first frontal ascent of the notorious Hill
of Execution so called because the local chiefs had the habit of walking up the back and
hurling victims of their displeasure down the new route. The climb, four rope lengths
with a 20 m section of M3 is described as a nightmare classic. A new rotite was made by
Paul Fatti on Hangklip now appropriately called Gamble because there was a queue of
would-be innovators and Fatti won the toss. Henri Snijders and Michael Scott put up a
first on the prominent rib to the left of Desperation Ridge, climbing on good rock in the
middle of the amphitheatre, whereas the outside flanking ridges are principally noted for
their rottenness. A new 'F2' line on Cogman's Kloof was put up by Brian de Villiers and
Richard Smithers.

Dave Cheesemond has made some fine new routes on the shiny blank wall forming the
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Krakadouw Amphitheatre in the Cedarberg mountains S of the Namaqualand desert.
Krakodouw is a Bushman word meaning 'The Pass of the Women'. He was reported last
October to be attempting some 'last great problems' on the Cedarberg Tafelberg, which
peak was originally climbed at the turn of the century with a rope made up of bootlaces
and belts! Gill GraafJand climbing with Hannes Boshoff in the scenic Wilgepoort (gate
way with willowtrees) Gorge made history by accomplishing the first ever (in South
Africa) first ascent of a mechanical pitch by a woman. The route is graded 'F2' and Ml.
John Knight climbed another new line on the impressive frontal amphitheatre of the
Klein Winterhoek at Tulbagh next to the lesser known Buttress climb previously put up
by George Londt.

87 Camp 1 on Noshaq looking to Asp-e-Safed. Photo: E. Roberts
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